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After almost a two month-long Circuit Breaker, a silver lining has finally appeared on 
the horizon with the reopening of preschools in June. 

I wish to extend my utmost respect and gratitude to our parents who had to juggle 
working from home and taking care of their little ones. Not to forget, the dedication 
of our teachers who worked tirelessly to ensure minimal interruptions to the children’s 
education. It was not an easy transition but our close partnership during the period 
of home-based learning highlighted once again the importance of how we can continue 
to inspire learning and nurture each child when we work hand in hand with parents.

Now, our challenge is to prevent a resurgence of the virus. Safe Management Measures 
at all MY World centres have been implemented, and children were educated on 
what needs to be done when they are outside their house. I am glad to see our 
children adapting well to the new normal as we embraced the use of technology and 
online platforms to keep learning fun and interesting.

This second half of the year has seen one of our staff, Ms Zhang Wei Wei, getting due 
recognition as she was awarded Merit in the Outstanding Preschool Mother Tongue 
Language Teacher Award 2020. This award is a testament to Ms Zhang’s work and we 
are extremely proud of her! Being a preschool that cultivates children’s love of 
Mother Tongue language learning, we seek to ensure that our children can Enjoy, 
Experience and Express themselves in their Mother Tongue. With experienced and 
capable teachers like Ms Zhang, I am confident we can continue to raise the teaching 
standards in MY World.

That leads me to another piece of good news; on 1 July 2020, we welcomed two new 
centres into our MY World family - MY World @ Serangoon North and MY World @ 
Telok Blangah Rise. In the same year, another new centre at Canberra Eastlink also 
commenced operations in October. This latest expansion in difficult times is proof of 
our stability and strength. Let us ride on this positive wave of momentum and stay 
strong and united to end the year on a strong note.   

Stay safe everyone!
  
Phyllis Tan,
Director, MY World Preschool
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Raising a Confident Child
Having a healthy balance of confidence is crucial 
for a child’s future success in life. Without it, a 
child may be reluctant to take on responsibilities 
and become less resilient when faced with 
challenges. 

The good news is confidence can be built. 
Here are ways you can help your child develop 

self- confidence!

Parenting Tips



Set challenging yet achievable goals
Provide your child with opportunities to succeed. Start off by setting easier goals so 
that your child can gain confidence and motivation to aim for more challenging ones. 
Create a “goal ladder” with your child to break bigger goals into smaller steps or 
milestones. Kids often underestimate the effort needed to achieve a goal and they 
can get frustrated or demoralised when they fall short. It is therefore advisable that 
you prepare your child mentally by brainstorming with them on the potential obstacles 
of the goals. 

Take a step back
Children should be allowed to take risks by making age-appropriate decisions and bear 
responsibility for their own choices. This will let them feel competent. When they make 
the wrong decision, do not be too quick to take the corrective actions. Instead, let 
them face the consequences of their decisions (within safe boundaries) and learn 
from the experiences.   

Allow mistakes 
Refrain from being overly protective. Mistakes are inevitable and should be treated 
as building blocks for learning. Rather than being critical, provide clear feedback and 
suggestions to improve when your child does commit mistakes. Harsh criticisms can 
discourage your child and lead to a fear of failure which will prevent them from trying 
new things in the future. Let your child know that there are always solutions to mistakes.   

Let your child solve their own problems
Your child should be the resolver of their own problems while you remain as a guiding 
presence - providing them with an appropriate amount of support and help along the 
way. This will prevent your child from running away from issues in the future or be too 
reliant on other people in the face of adversity. 

Appreciate the effort, not just the end result 
At this early stage of a child’s development, the journey is often more important than 
the destination. Praise the efforts shown by your child even if the end result is not 
what you may desire. This will encourage them to keep trying and improve on their 
initial attempts, thus nurturing a stronger mentality when they are dealing with 
setbacks. 
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MY World Family Has Grown BIGGER
Since the second half of the year, we have welcomed 3 new centres into the 
MY World Family:

1. MY World @ Serangoon North - 504 Serangoon North Ave 4 #01-470, S550504
2. MY World @ Telok Blangah Rise - 29 Telok Blangah Rise #01-231 S090029
3. MY World @ Canberra Eastlink - 132 Canberra View #03-01, S750132

Look out for our new centres in these locations!

New Centres



Preschool Reopening
School’s back and our children are excited to see their favourite teachers and 
friends again! To continue keeping our children safe, our centres implemented 
additional measures such as:

Recycled DIY Table 
Shields that are sanitised 

every 2-3 hours

Safe distancing using 
creative ways such as 

butterfly wings designed 
by the children

Frequent sanitising of 
high-touch surfaces such 

as door handles

Technology used during 
classes to minimise contact 

with external visitors

Compulsory wearing of 
mask or face shield

Frequent hand-washing 
routine
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Our Safety Ambassadors

Captain Safety
MY World @ Yishun 

Palm Breeze 

COVID Warrior
MY World @ Tampines 

Changkat

Chief Enforcement Officer
aka C.E.O

MY World @ Tampines 
North 
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Life-size Snakes & Ladders
game to learn about Safe
Management Measures

Pictorial quiz related to 
ECDA’s COVID-Safe ABCs 

Jingles and dances are
used to facilitate the

children’s understanding

Preschool Reopening (con’t)
To educate our children and help them adapt to the new precautionary measures, 
our teachers prepared various creative and fun activities. Our centres also 
assigned Safety Ambassadors who lead their peers by example!

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS



Racial Harmony
Racial Harmony Day is always one of our children’s most anticipated celebratory 
events as they have the opportunity to dress up in beautiful traditional costumes! 

This year, they also cooked up a storm in the kitchen with traditional food recipes 
from different ethnic groups and played traditional games such as “Bola Tin” and 
“Five Stones”. Amongst the fun and games, our children were able to develop a 
better understanding of Singapore's multicultural and multi-ethnic society.   

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS
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Nurture Kids Festival
As part of the National Day celebrations this year, our children participated in the 
Nurture Kids Festival on 6 August, organised by Get Active! Singapore (GASG). 

On this fun-packed day, the children took part in the GASG workout and even 
attempted an obstacle course with amazing reflexes and motor skills! 

Look at our children taking a leaf out of their forefathers’ book as they overcame 
each obstacle with admirable determination!

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS



Natonal Day - Mobile Column
On National Day itself, our principal from MY World 
@ Ang Mo Kio Central, Ms Jaime Tan, was among 
the 100 frontline fighters and essential workers 
aboard the Mobile Column that travelled across 
Singapore. It was a great tribute to our everyday 
heroes and a proud day for everyone at MY World! 

The Care Pledge
On the very same day, five of our children were selected to recite their Care Pledge 
which was broadcasted LIVE. The children representing MY World @ Ang Mo Kio, 
MY World @ Bishan, MY World @ Tampines Changkat and MY World @ Teban 
Gardens took the opportunity to send their well-wishes to Singapore as the 
nation celebrated this momentous occassion.  

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS
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     WE ARE BRIGHTER BECAUSE YOU SHINE

Teachers’ Day - Tribute to our Champions
The dedication and commitment required of preschool teachers has been 
well-known. During this challenging year brought about by Covid-19, our teachers’ 
qualities have shone even brighter.  Because of their sacrifices and willingness to 
go the extra mile, this year’s Teachers’ Day carried an extra significance to it.

We wish to take this opportunity to extend our biggest gratitude to all our teaching 
staff in MY World - Thank you for being the Champion whom every child deserves!

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS



We are proud to announce that Ms Zhang Wei Wei, Lead Vice Principal of 
MY World @ Simei, has been awarded the Outstanding Preschool 
Mother Tongue Language Teacher (Merit)! 

Q: Congratulations! What does achieving this award mean to you? 
Thank you! I am very happy and honoured, I think it is a recognition and 
affirmation of my work. At the same time, it spurs me to work harder and 
pushes me to improve myself even more.

Q: Many children find learning Mother Tongue languages a challenge, how do you  
  help them in overcoming this obstacle?

At MY World, we have developed a bespoke approach guided by our Curriculum 
framework - Enjoy, Experience, Express. Our “Cooperative Learning Strate-
gies" encourage children to actively ask and answer questions through lively, 
creative and interesting activities to stimulate children's interest and ensure 
they are comfortable speaking their mother tongue language in daily life. For 
example, apart from using picture books during storytelling, we may also use 
hand puppets, shadow puppets, songs, games, role-playing, musical instru-
ments etc., so that the children will not feel dull or bored.

Q: Having won the award, what’s next for you?
Learning is a continuous journey, so I hope to continue improve myself as an 
early childhood educator and broaden my horizons. That includes completing 
my Degree in Professional Preschool Education. I hope 
that through my interactions with the children, along 
with my knowledge and experience, I can guide them 
to form a positive outlook on life and learn the correct 
values that will set them on their way to success in their 
future.

In this edition, we found time in Wei Wei’s busy schedule for a 
quick-fire Q&A session to get her thoughts on receiving this 
award and how she continues to nurture interest in children to 
learn the language.

Staff Focus
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Brewing Bubbly Bubbles
Blowing bubbles is a classic past time and fun activity for both children and 
adults. We can blow bubbles with any mixture of soap and water, but with this 
recipe and the following steps, you and your child can get bigger, stronger 
homemade bubbles!

What You Need:
• Liquid dish soap / dishwashing liquid
• Warm water (tap water is fine, but distilled water makes the best bubbles!)
• Clean container with lid
• Light corn syrup
• Bubble wand* or straw

*Home items that can act as good bubble wands – String tied in a loop, milk cartons 
(cut both ends off), cookie cutter, wire hanger (bend it into fun shapes), paper clip 
etc.   

FAMILY FUN TIME



Step 1
Measure 6 cups of water into one container, 
mix it with 1 cup of dish soap and slowly 
stir it until the soap is mixed in. Try not to 
let foam or bubbles form while you stir.

Step 2
Measure 1/4 cup of corn syrup and add it to 
the container. Stir the solution until it is mixed 
together.

Step 3
The solution can be used right away. For more robust bubbles, put the lid 
on the container and let your super bubble solution sit overnight.

Step 4
Dip a bubble wand or straw into the mixture, slowly pull it out, wait a few 
seconds, and then blow. Challenge your child to see who can make the 
biggest bubble and the most bubbles in one breath! 

Check out the Science behind the Fun!
The corn syrup mixes with the soap to make it thicker and more 
resilient. The thicker skin of the bubbles keeps the water from 
evaporating as quickly, so you can blow bigger, stronger bubbles that 
last longer!
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NORTH

CENTRAL

EAST

WEST

NORTH-EAST

1. Admiralty*
2. Canberra*
3. Canberra Eastlink (new)
4. Marsiling Greenview
5. Sembawang Drive*
6. Sun Natura
7. Woodlands*
8. Woodlands Circle*
9. Yishun*
10. Yishun Ferngrove
11. Yishun Northland*
12. Yishun Palm Breeze*

13. Bidadari Alkaff Vista
14. Bishan*
15. Boon Keng*
16. Leng Kee*
17. McNair Towers*
18. St George’s*
19. Telok Blangah Rise (new)
20. Tenteram Peak*
21. Tiong Bahru View*

22. Pasir Ris*
23. Simei*
24. Tampines Central*
25. Tampines Changkat*
26. Tampines North*

38. Bukit Panjang*
39. Kang Ching*
40. Teban Gardens*
41. Bukit Batok West Quarry 

27. Anchorvale Parkview*
28. Ang Mo Kio*
29. Ang Mo Kio Central*
30. Compassvale Ancilla*
31. Hougang*
32. Hougang Dewcourt*
33. Matilda Court
34. Punggol Edge*
35. Serangoon North (new)
36. Upper Serangoon View*
37. Waterway Sundew* 

* SPARK - certified centres

MY WORLD PRESCHOOL LTD
A subsidiary of Metropolitan YMCA Singapore

60 Stevens Road, Singapore 257854
Tel: 6839 7688   |   www.myworld.org.sg

An Anchor Operator appointed by:

For more information, please
scan the QR Code or visit the
MY World corporate website
at www.myworld.org.sg

FOLLOW OUR STORIES

MYWorldPreschoolSG

This is a publication by MY World Preschool Ltd, a non-profit organisation. 
The publication is distributed free to its members and has no subscription or newsstand price. 

Copyright © MY World Preschool Ltd, 2020.

The opinions expressed in this publication are the writers’ own and may not 
necessarily represent the views of the organisation as a whole. No part of this 

publication may be reproduced in whole or part without prior permission. 
All rights reserved.
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